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The ability to design and control the spin and charge order of low dimensional materials on the
molecular scale offers an intriguing pathway towards the miniaturization of spintronic technology
towards the nanometer scale. In this work, we focus on the adsorption induced modifications
of the magnetic and electronic properties of a low dimensional ferromagnetic surface alloy after
the adsorption of the prototypical organic molecule perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride
(PTCDA). For this metal-organic interface, we observe the formation of a localized σ-like bond
between the functional molecular groups and the surface alloy atoms. This strong chemical bonding
coincides with a lifting of the characteristic surface alloy band structure and a reduction of the
magnitude of the local magnetic moments of the Dy atoms by 18 %. We attribute both findings to a
mixing of spin-degenerate molecular states with spin-split states of the Dy-Ag surface alloy via the
σ-like bonds between PTCDA and the Dy surface alloy atoms. Our findings clearly demonstrate
the potential of tailored molecule-surface σ-bonds to control not only the electronic but also the
magnetic order of low dimensional materials.
Introduction

One of the great challenges for next generation information technology is to develop novel concepts to control
charge and spin carriers on ever-smaller length scales1–3 .
So far, most approaches for the miniaturization of
spintronic assemblies rely on the continuous advances
of nanofabrication methods which eventually resulted
in the realization of prototypical spintronic structures
with sub-µm sizes4–6 . Recently, an alternative route
towards nanoscale spintronic units has emerged by the
discovery of low dimensional magnetic systems. The
most recent member of this family are 2D magnetic
van der Waals materials such as CrI3 or VSe2 7–9 .
These 2D materials and their heterostructures exhibit a
variety of intrinsic spin functionalities and are inherently
nanoscale materials8,10–12 . However, despite these great
opportunities, they are still challenging to produce
with sufficient quality and are extremely difficult to
manipulate, for instance by chemical functionalization.
This is clearly different for spin-textured 2D surface
alloys. These highly flexible low dimensional materials
typically consist of two noble metal atoms and one heavy
metal alloy atom per surface unit cell. From a spintronic
point of view, they are particular intriguing due to their
surface band structure with a Rashba-type spin split
hybrid surface state that is responsible for the spin
functionalities of these 2D systems. Crucially, there are
clear pathways to chemically functionalize the spin-spit

surface state of these surface alloys by the adsorption
of organic molecules13–16 . For instance, we recently
demonstrated that the surface band structure of heavy
metal noble metal surface alloys can only be altered by
tailored σ-bonds formed between functional groups of the
molecular adsorbates and the surface alloy atoms13,14 .
Theoretical predictions supported these experimental
findings by showing that the spin splitting of the surface
state can be controlled by tailored molecule-surface
bonds15 . Apart from spin-textured materials, theoretical
predictions have also provided first indications for the
profound influence of tailored molecule-surface bonds
for the magnetic surface order of bulk materials or thin
films, for instance, by a magnetic hardening or softening
of the underlying metal atoms depending on the type
and strength of the molecule-surface bond17–19 .
In this Letter, we take the next crucial step towards
the functionalization of magnetic order in low dimensional systems by exploring chemical control schemes for
2D magnetic surface alloys by tailored molecule-surface
bonds. 2D ferromagnetic surface alloys typically consist of rare earth atoms in a noble metal host matrix and exhibit a ferromagnetic order at low sample
temperature20,21 . This magnetic order is caused by an
indirect RKKY-like exchange coupling between the localized 4f electrons, mediated by spin-polarized valence
electrons of a rare earth-noble metal hybrid surface state.
This potentially opens two possibilities for the manipu-
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FIG. 1: XPS data of the core level signature of the Dy
3d3/2 core level for the clean alloy (black) and after the adsorption of PTCDA (red). The spectra were obtained with
photon energies of hν=2.62 keV, in grazing emission geometry.

lation of the magnetic order: (i) direct control of the
magnetic order by local manipulation of the magnetic
moments of the rare earth atoms or (ii) indirect control
of the magnetic order by altering the spin-polarized electrons of the hybrid surface state.
Here, we demonstrate the adsorption induced modification of the magnetic and charge order of the 2D ferromagnetic surface alloy DyAg2 21 by the adsorption of
a selected organic molecule, namely perylene-3,4,9,10tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA). This molecule
can show two fundamentally different molecule-surface
interactions, either by the preferential formation of delocalized π-bonds between the aromatic molecular system
and the surface alloy or by localized σ-bonds between
functional molecular oxygen groups and the surface alloy atoms. In our work, the bonding type and strength
across the interface is characterized by its chemical and
geometric signatures using core level photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and the normal incident x-ray standing
waves (NIXSW) technique. The latter method allows us
to determine the vertical position of each atomic species
with high accuracy (< 0.04 Å) and chemical sensitivity.
The corresponding changes in the charge and magnetic
order for both cases are investigated using momentumresolved photoemission spectroscopy and magnetic x-ray
circular dichroism (XMCD).

Results

The structural, electronic and magnetic properties of
the DyAg2 surface alloy were investigated prior and after the adsorption of PTCDA. The√bare√DyAg2 surface
alloy exhibits a long range ordered 3 × 3R30◦ -like superstructure with an additional large scale Moiré pattern

that can be characterized by a 16 × 16 superstructure.
The lateral order of the surface alloy is not altered by
the adsorption of a monolayer film of PTCDA on DyAg2 .
The molecular film is completely disordered as indicated
by the absence of any additional diffraction signatures
after the formation of the metal-organic hybrid system
(more information about the sample preparation can be
found in the supporting information).
We start our discussion with the characterization of
the bonding type and strength at the PTCDA/DyAg2
interface. The chemical environment of all atomic
species is reflected in the lineshape and binding energy
of the corresponding core level signatures. The Dy 3d3/2
core level of the bare as well as of the PTCDA covered
DyAg2 surface alloy are shown in Fig. 1. The core
level signature of the bare DyAg2 surface alloy (black
graph) reveals an asymmetric lineshape with a broad tail
towards higher binding energy. The main peak is located
at EB =1333.8 ±0.4 eV which is 0.8 eV larger compared
to its position in the bulk22 . After the adsorption of
PTCDA, the binding energy of the Dy 3d3/2 main
line (red curve) increases by 0.5 eV. These observations
directly point to a significant charge redistribution and
a strong chemical interaction between the PTCDA layer
and the Dy surface alloy atoms alloy.
The molecular core level signatures of the
PTCDA/DyAg2 interface are summarized in Fig. 2.
The core level signatures of the carbon backbone and
the oxygen end groups of PTCDA/DyAg2 are shown
in Fig. 2(a),(b). The ones for PTCDA/Ag(111) are
included in Fig. 2(c),(d) as a reference13 . We observe
a broadening of the C 1s lineshape and a small shift
of EB = 0.3 ± 0.1 eV towards larger binding energies
for PTCDA on the surface alloy compared to the bare
Ag(111). The most peculiar difference between the
adsorption of PTCDA on both surfaces is the large
energy shift of ∆EB = 2.1 ± 0.1 eV of the carboxylic
(marked as O 1scarbox ) and the anhydride (marked as
O 1sanhyd ) O 1s core level signature to smaller binding
energies, shown in panels (b) and (d). On the one hand,
this large shift can explain the absence of the typically
energetically well separated C-O carbon signature in the
C 1s core level spectra of the PTCDA/DyAg2 interface
(marked as species 4 in Fig. 2(c) in the C 1s core
signature of PTCDA/Ag(111) ). On the other hand, the
rather large energetic shifts of the Dy 3d3/2 and to O 1s
species of the surface alloy and the PTCDA molecule
are a first strong indication for the formation of a local
σ-like bond between the PTCDA oxygen end groups and
the Dy surface alloy atoms.
The formation of such a local Dy-O bond is further
supported by the vertical adsorption geometry of the
PTCDA/DyAg2 interface which is determined using the
NIXSW method. This method allows us to determine
the vertical adsorption position DH of each chemically
different atomic species above the surface plane of the
Ag(111) crystal together with the so called coherent
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oxygen end groups of PTCDA and the Dy surface alloy
atoms. This is also highlighted by the empiric radii of
the atomic species (solid circles) and the elemental vander-Waals radii (dashed circles) in the vertical adsorption
model in Fig. 2(e). We observe a significant overlap of
the van der Waals radii of the O atoms and the Dy alloy
atoms further indicates a chemical interaction between
both atoms. To quantify the bonding strength, we calculated the bonding distances between the atomic species
of the molecule and the DyAg2 surface alloy and normalized these distances to the sum of the van der Waals radii
of the corresponding elements:
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FIG. 2: (a): XPS spectra for the C 1s and (b) O 1s core levels
of PTCDA for adsorption on DyAg2 . (c) C 1s and (d) O 1s
core levels of PTCDA for the adsorption on Ag(111). (e) True
scale vertical adsorption configuration of PTCDA on DyAg2
as determined by NIXSW.

fraction FH . The latter describes the degree of vertical
order of an atomic species above the surface with FH = 1
corresponding to perfect vertical ordering and FH = 0
to a completely random vertical distribution of the
respective atoms (for more information, see supporting
information). The experimental results of the NIXSW
experiment are summarized in Tab. I, the corresponding
vertical adsorption geometry of the organic molecules is
illustrated in Fig. 2(e). For the bare surface alloy, the
Dy atoms are located 0.59 ± 0.02 Å above the plane of
the Ag surface atoms (black horizontal line in Fig. 2(e)
) which is comparable to the vertical relaxation of the
heavy metals Pb and Bi in their surface alloy structure
on Ag(111)13,23 . After the adsorption of PTCDA, we
find a small vertical displacement of the Dy alloy atoms
by ∆z = 0.04 ± 0.03 Å, i.e., the Dy atoms are located at
DH = 0.63 ± 0.02 Å.
Turning to the vertical adsorption geometry of the
atomic species of PTCDA, we find the carbon backbone
at a vertical position of DH = 3.10 ± 0.01 Å above the
topmost Ag(111) plane. Both oxygen end groups are located 0.30 Å below the molecular backbone, i.e., both
oxygen atoms bend towards the atoms of the DyAg2 surface alloy. This is fully in line with the strong chemical
shifts observed in the Dy and O core level data and hence
points to the formation of a local σ-like bond between the

dA−B
.
+ dB
V dW

dA
V dW

(1)

This normalized distance can be understood as a measure for the bonding strength between two atoms A and
B for which dN
A−B ≈ 1 indicates a non-chemical van der
Waals like interaction while dN
A−B < 1 suggest an at least
partial chemical interaction due to the overlap of electronic wave functions of both atomic species. For the case
of PTCDA/DyAg2 , we obtain normalized bonding distances for the carbon backbone as well as for both types
N
of O atoms of dN
C−Dy = 0.54 ± 0.004, dOcarb −Dy = 0.49 ±
0.01, and dN
Oanhyd −Dy = 0.51 ± 0.02. These normalized
distances are significantly smaller than the corresponding bonding distances for the PTCDA/Ag(111) interface
N
N
(dN
C−Ag = 0.68, dOcarb −Ag = 0.68, and dOanhyd −Ag =
0.71). This suggests the formation of even stronger σbonds between PTCDA and the DyAg2 surface alloy
compared to PTCDA/Ag(111). In addition, the small
normalized bonding distance between the carbon backbone and the surface alloy atoms even suggests a large
overlap between the delocalized π orbitals of the carbon
backbone and the surface states.
We propose that the strong molecule surface interaction
at the PTCDA/DyAg2 interface is responsible for the
low coherent fractions observed for all molecular species
in our NIXSW analysis (see Tab. I). The coherent fractions FH of the molecular species in our model system are
smaller compared to typical values reported for highly
ordered molecular films of planar molecules in a flat adsorption geometry on surfaces. Such low coherent fractions are typically associated with a significant vertical
disorder and could be attributed to a poor quality of the
molecular film. However, in our case, we propose that
the low coherent fraction is a direct result of the strong
molecule-surface interaction, which prevents the formation of any long-range molecular order and thus the existence of well-defined adsorption sites. This could result in
the existence of multi adsorptions sites, for instance, on
top of the Dy atoms or the Ag atoms which could lead not
only to flat adsorption geometries of PTCDA, but also to
tilted molecular configurations or arch-like distortions of
the molecular backbone as reported for PTCDA on bare
and modified Ag(110) surface27 .
We now focus on the electronic structure of the
PTCDA/DyAg2 interface investigated by momentum-
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TABLE I: NIXSW fitting results and corresponding adsorption heights of all chemically inequivalent species of the
PTCDA/DyAg2 interface. For comparison, adsorption heights on the Ag(111) surface are included. We used non-dipolar
correction parameters of γ=1.06219 (0.9757) for the C1s (O1s) emission lines, respectively. The experimental geometry is given
by the Bragg angle of θ=86.5◦ (3.5◦ off normal incidence) and by φ=75◦ (photoelectron emission angle relative to incident
beam). For more details see24 and25 for instance. For the analysis of the Dy 3d core level, we only considered the photoemission
yield in a narrow angle range close to an emission angle of 90◦ to minimize the influence of non-dipolar contributions to the
photoemission signal. Reference data of PTCDA on Ag(111) from26 .
Dy 3dclean(PTCDA)
Dy 3dPTCDA
C1sPTCDA
O1sanhydrid
O1scarbox

(a)

H
DDyAg
[Å]
0.59 ± 0.02
0.63 ± 0.02
3.10 ± 0.01
2.82 ± 0.03
2.75 ± 0.01

FH
0.76 ± 0.08
0.74 ± 0.03
0.30 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.03
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FIG. 3: (a): Total UPS yield of the electronic valence
structure obtained by momentum microscopy. Blue graph:
clean DyAg2 surface alloy, red graph: PTCDA/DyAg2 .
(b) Constant energy maps at EB =0.5 eV for DyAg2 (top),
PTCDA/DyAg2 (middle) and Ag(111) (bottom).

resolved photoemission spectroscopy. The momentum integrated and momentum-resolved photoemission data are
presented in Fig. 3. We start with the total photoemission yield for the bare DyAg2 surface alloy which is shown
as blue solid line in Fig. 3(a). The two distinct peaks in
the valence band region at EF and at EB =1.8 eV can be
attributed to the Dy 4f states21 . After the adsorption of
PTCDA, we find an almost featureless total photoemission yield. The signal of the Dy 4f states is significantly
attenuated and is replaced by a spectral broad feature
located in the energy region between 1.0 eV and 2.5 eV.
Such a featureless valence band structure of PTCDA
is very surprising compared to recent findings on noble
metal surfaces28–30 and heavy-metal noble metal surface

dN
X−Dy
0.54 ± 0.004
0.51 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.01

H
DAg
[Å]
2.86 ± 0.01
2.98 ± 0.08
2.66 ± 0.02

alloys14,31,32 .The absence of any-well-defined molecular
features in the valence band structure is more commonly
observed for the adsorption of planar or small organic
molecules on transition metal surfaces33,34 . We therefore attribute the very broad molecular spectral density
to the extremely strong chemical interaction between the
π-orbitals of PTCDA and the Dy-Ag surface alloy states.
To uncover adsorption-induced modifications of the
surface alloy band structure, we turn to the momentum
resolved photoemission pattern around the center of the
surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) of the DyAg2 surface alloy in Fig. 3(b). In this section of the SBZ, the band
structure of the DyAg2 surface alloy (top panel) reveals
a sixfold symmetric emission pattern with six well defined
emission maxima arranged in a circle around the Γ̄-point
(blue circles). In addition, the circular emission pattern
of the Dy-Ag hybrid surface state is visible at the Γ̄-point
of the next SBZ, highlighted by a yellow circle. This hybrid surface state21 has been identified as the mediator
for the ferromagnetic order of the Dy 4f electrons of the
DyAg2 surface alloy.
After the adsorption of PTCDA, the emission pattern of the DyAg2 surface band structure changes significantly, see middle panel of Fig. 3(b). The six emission maxima surrounding the Γ̄-point vanish and are replaced by a threefold symmetric emission pattern with
elongated emission features in momentum space, highlighted by purple ellipsoids. The elongated emission feature of the PTCDA/DyAg2 interface are almost identical
to the emission pattern of the bare Ag(111) surface which
has been included as a reference in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3(b). More importantly, the Dy-Ag hybrid surface
state vanishes completely after the adsorption of PTCDA
on the surface alloy. In this way, the surface band structure of the metallic side of the PTCDA/DyAg2 interface
resembles the surface band structure of the bare Ag(111)
surface. More details of the spectroscopic changes of
the DyAg2 surface alloy are reported in the supplementary information. We attribute the adsorption-induced
changes in the DyAg2 surface band structure to the
strong chemical bonding between the PTCDA molecules
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FIG. 4: XMCD traces recorded for in plane magnetization
for the clean DyAg2 surface alloy and upon adsorption of
PTCDA.

and the surface alloy atoms. In particular, the direct
σ-like bonding between the anhydride and carboxylic
oxygen endgroups of PTCDA and the Dy surface alloy
atoms results in a clear charge transfer across the interface which could severely alter the electronic properties
of the Dy-derived surface states, i.e., of the Dy-Ag hybrid
surface state.
Changes in the magnetic or spin-dependent properties of materials typically result from modifications of
their electronic and geometric structure35–37 . This is also
the case for the PTCDA/DyAg2 surface alloy as demonstrated by our XMCD measurements. We recorded the
XMCD signal of Dy for the DyAg2 surface alloy prior
and after the adsorption of PTCDA in a magnetic field
fields of ±7 T at a sample temperature of T = 10 K. The
total absorption yield curves of the Dy 3d → 4f transitions (M4,5 -edge) are shown in the top panels of Fig. 4(a)
for the clean and (b) the PTCDA covered surface alloy,
the corresponding XMCD traces are shown below. Both
XMCD signals reveal the typical sign change at both Dy
absorption edges . Using the XMCD sum-rule analysis
introduced in Ref.38 ,we can extract the total magnetic
moment of the localized Dy atoms prior and after the adsorption of PTCDA. We find a total magnetic moment
of µmag = 4.5µB for the bare surface alloy, which decrease significantly to µmag = 3.71µB upon the adsorption of PTCDA. This reduction of the local magnetic
moments at the Dy sites suggests a modification of the
occupation of the Dy 4f electrons due to the adsorption
of PTCDA. This observation is consistent with the direction of charge redistribution between the Dy atoms
and the O end groups of PTCDA coinciding with the
formation of a local σ-like bond. Since the charge distribution of PTCDA is spin-degenerate, the mixing of
the spin-degenerate states of PTCDA with the spin-split
states of Dy results in an average reduction of the spinpolarization of the electronic states of the Dy surface
atoms. We hence propose that this mixing of spin de-

In this work, we demonstrated a new pathway to
modify the magnetic properties of low dimensional magnetic systems by adsorption of organic molecules. Using a DyAg2 surface alloy as model system, we uncovered a clear change in the magnetic moments of the
surface atoms by the formation of local σ-like bonds
between functional molecular groups and surface alloy
atoms. First, we find clear signatures for a chemical
bonding between the prototypical molecule PTCDA and
the ferromagnetic surface alloy DyAg2 in the chemical
environment and the vertical adsorption configuration of
the metal-organic interface. Our core level spectroscopy
reveals an interaction induced charge redistribution between the Dy surface alloy atoms and the functional oxygen end groups of PTCDA. These findings are consistent
with an overall small bonding distance of 2.47 ± 0.02 Å
between the PTCDA carbon backbone and the surface
alloy atoms as observed by the NIXSW technique. More
importantly, we find an bending of the PTCDA oxygen endgroups towards the surface alloy atoms coinciding with an additional vertical relaxation of the Dy surface alloy atoms towards the molecular layer. These experimental findings clearly point to the formation of (i)
a delocalized π-bonding between the aromatic molecular orbitals of the carbon backbone and the delocalized
surface electrons as well as of (ii) a local σ-like bonding between the oxygen endgorups of PTCDA and the
Dy surface alloy atoms. The O-Dy bonding distance is
significantly smaller than the corresponding O-Pb distance for PTCDA/PbAg2 13,14 , which points to an even
stronger local coupling between PTCDA and the DyAg2
surface alloy. The strong chemical interaction at the
PTCDA/DyAg2 interface is also directly reflected in the
electronic and magnetic properties of the interface. We
observed a metallic spectral density of the molecular film
resembling the adsorption of aromatic molecules on transition metal surfaces. In addition, the characteristic surface band structure of the DyAg2 surface alloy is completely suppressed by the adsorption of PTCDA. Similarly, we observe a reduction of the local magnetic moment of the Dy atoms by 18 %. These changes in the
electronic and magnetic surface properties can only be
attributed to the formation of local, σ-like bonds between
the organic molecules and the surface alloy. Such bonds
usually coincide with a strong hybridization of molecular
and metallic states of the ferromagnetic surface with different orbital character and spin degeneracy. We propose
that this strong hybridization of molecular and metallic
states is responsible for the modification of the orbital
character of the Dy-Ag surface state that eventually results in a lifting of its hole-like band dispersion. In a
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similar way, the mixing of spin-degenerate and spin-split
states of the molecular and metallic side of the interface
results in a reduction of imbalance of the spin-polarized
Dy 4f electrons of the surface alloy and hence in a reduction of the local magnetic moments on the Dy sites.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the crucial role
of molecule-surface bonding on the magnetic order of ferromagnetic binary surface alloys. Our findings present a
clear pathway for controlling the magnetic and electronic
properties of a larger class of low dimensional materials.
This will pave the way towards controlling low dimensional materials on the intrinsic nanometer scale of molecular complexes by the formation of tailored molecule surface bonds.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Sample preparation

All experiments have been carried out at a base pressure of below 5*10−10 mbar. The Ag(111) single crystals have
been cleaned by multiple Ar Ion sputtering cycles of various energies (0.5 - 2.0 keV, Idrain = 8 µA) and subsequent
annealing cycles of 20 minutes up to 730 K. Sample cleanness was confirmed by the existence and lineshape of
the Shockley surface state. XPS was checked for typical contamination species like carbon or oxygen. Cleanness
was confirmed by absence of those. The dysprosium surface alloy is fabricated using a commercial Focus EFM3
evaporator. The surface alloy is formed at elevated sample temperatures (T=600 K). The sample quality is confirmed
by presence and lineshape of the superstructure spots in LEED and the lineshape of the Dy 3d core level. The organic
molecules are deposited by a commercial kentax evaporator with a cell temperature of T=560 K (PTCDA). The flux
was checked by mass spectroscopy (one monolayer in approximately 10 minutes) and checking C1s XPS peak areas
to confirm the coverage on the sample itself.
Experimental methods

The UPS data has been accessed by momentum microscopy at the NanoESCA endstation of the Elettra synchrotron
Triest. This endstation is equipped with a double hemispherical analyser and is optimized to image the momentum
distribution of photoelectrons. The XMCD measurements were carried out at the VEKMAG instrument at HelmholtzZentrum Berlin. The core level and normal incidence standing waves experiments were conducted at the hard x-ray
photoemission (HAXPES) and x-ray standing wave (XSW) end station at beamline I09 at the Diamond Light Source
synchrotron in Didcot, UK[1]. This end station is equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer (Scienta EW4000
HAXPES), which is mounted perpendicular to the direction of the incoming photon beam. This analyzer has an
angular acceptance of ± 30◦ and an energy resolution of 150 meV using the analyzer settings of our experiments
(Epass =100 eV, dslit = 0.5 mm). The NIXSW method is a powerful tool to investigate the adsorption height of
chemically inequivalent atoms above a single crystalline surface with a precision of better than ∆z ≤ 0.04 Å. A
detailed description of the method can be found in [2–4]. Here, we will just give a short introduction into the basic
principle:
Photon energies fulfilling the Bragg condition (H = kH − k0 ) of a specific reflection (H = (hkl)) lead to the formation
of a standing wave field above the single crystal surface due to the interference between the incoming and backreflected x-ray wave fields. Scanning the photon energy in a range of several eV around the Bragg condition leads to a
phase shift of the relative complex amplitudes between the incoming and back-reflected waves by π. This phase shift
moves the maxima of the the standing wave field incrementally by half a lattice spacing d(hkl) perpendicular to the
Bragg planes. The shift of the standing wave field leads to a change of the photon density at any specific position z
above the single crystal surface as a function of the photon energy. An atom at a position z above the single crystal
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FIG. 1: LEED images for the discussed sample systems. (a) Clean DyAg2 . Ag(111) unit cell sketched in red, superstructure
unit cell sketched in green. (b)left half: clean DyAg2 , right half: monolayer PTCDA adsorbed on DyAg2 .

shows a varying XPS yield depending on the position of the standing wave field, e.g. the photon energy used. The
experimentally observed yield curve I(E) can be described by:
p
I(E) = 1 + SR R(E) + 2|SI | R(E)

+F H cos (ν(E) − 2πP H + Ψ),

(1)

p
where R(E) is the x-ray reflectivity of the Bragg reflection with its complex amplitude R(E) and phase ν(E).
SR , |SI | and Ψ are correction parameters for non-dipolar contributions to the photoemission yield. For more details,
see[5–8]. The fitting parameters of the NIXSW analysis are the coherent fraction F H and coherent position P H . The
coherent position P H can be interpreted as an average height of the chemical species with respect to the Bragg planes:
z = d(h k l) × (P H + n), n= 0, 1, 2,. . . , where n is the number of Bragg planes located between the surface plane and
the average position of the species. The coherent fraction F H is a parameter quantifying the vertical order of this
atomic species. Perfect vertical order corresponds to a coherent fraction F H = 1, while a homogeneous distribution of
adsorbates between two Bragg planes would lead to a coherent fraction F H = 0. Single layers of molecular adsorbates
are reported to show coherent fractions of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen in the range of F H = 0.8 for highly ordered
films[9]. This reduction is attributed to the molecular vibrations and small structural defects of the non-perfect
molecular film which can significantly influence the vertical order of the different chemical species.
LATERAL ORDERING

√
√
The lateral structure of the surface alloy is in full agreement with a local 3 × 3R30 superstructure. Due to a
lattice missmatch between the DyAg2 surface alloy and the underlying Ag single crystal an additional Moiré pattern
of 16 × 16 is observed. We show an exemplary LEED image for the clean surface alloy in Fig. 1a. We sketch the
Ag(111) unit cell as red rhomb, the DyAg2 unit cell in green. For adsorption of PTCDA (Fig. 1(b)) we observe no clear
molecular spots, only a dampening of the substrate intensity. These observations indicate a completely disordered
molecular film.
UPS - PTCDA AND ELECTRONIC SUBSTRATE STRUCTURE

We want to illustrate the change of electronic substrate structure for adsorption of PTCDA on DyAg2 with several
constant energy maps. We present three binding energies in Fig. 2 for the clean surface alloy (top row), PTCDA/DyAg2
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FIG. 2: Constant maps for three different binding energies in the valence band region. Top line clean DyAg2 . Middle line:
monolayer of PTCDA adsorbed on DyAg2 . Bottom line: bare Ag(111) emission. SBZ of Ag(111) is sketched in red.

(middle row) and Ag(111) (bottom row). Note that for adsorption of PTCDA not only the center emission pattern
is changed but also the ring-like feature at the K-point at EF disappears. In addition, the features at the M point
for EB =1.8 eV vanish as well. These findings point to a significant change of the electronic structure of the DyAg2
surface alloy upon adsorption of PTCDA.
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